I. INTRODUCTION
In ICRF heating a fast Alfven wave (FAW) is excited at the edge of the plasma. It propagates in and encounters a resonance and a singular layer where it can partially transmit, convert to a kinetic ion Bernstein wave (IBW), reflect, and dissipate some energy into the plasma. This layer is termed a mode conversion region. Geometrical optics is not valid in this region where abrupt changes of the mode structure occurs. In general the problem can be formulated as an integro-differential or approximate, high-order differential equation and solved numerically'-'. However, in order to make predictions and to better understand the scaling laws, closed form solutions of the scattering coefficients are desirable.
Currently there has been an effort to 'order-reduce' the problem. The fourth or higher order differential equations necessary to solve the problem are reduced to combinations of lower order equations. By this technique, a first order differential equation has been found that describes the transmission properties 6 , and a set of coupled equations that can be solved analytically has been found to give the conversion and transmission coefficients including the effects of dissipation 7 . An equation has also been found to model the reflection and transmission of the FAW'. Thus far this second order differential equation known as the 'fast wave approximation' has been solved numerically to find the reflection coefficient. The results of this equation have been shown to agree well with the results of other investigators'. In this paper we find an approximate closed form solution for the reflection coefficient. We thus, finally have closed form solutions for all of the scattering coefficients using this order reduction technique. part includes the effects of mode conversion to the ion Bernstein wave and any dissipation that may be present in that particular process. Therefore, to solve for the scattering coefficients R and T of the fast wave equation (1), we approximate the potential q 2 ( ) with a Budden potential, for which analytic solutions exist" 1 . The ion cyclotron part is then treated as a perturbation which effects a slowly varying amplitude on the asymptotic Budden solutions.
We consider the cases for large and small argument of the Z function. Firstly, take the large argument limit using the large argument expansion of the Z function in the potential.
This corresponds to a position far from the ion cyclotron resonance layer. This yields
where 7 =Ra> bi, 
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From expressions (9) and (13) we see that the real part of the potential is well approximated
by the large argument expansion form even in the regions where only the small argument expansion applies.
The large argument form of q 2 ( ) can be further simplified. The second term in the denominator of the imaginary part (10) is always small and will be insignificant except when 6 = ,. ~ -/r, which is the location of the 'Budden' resonance. Thus we substitute this value of 6 into that term and into the numerator turning (10) into a Lorentzian. We then replace the large argument form of q 2 (6) (6) with q 2((
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where e, is e evaluated at the resonance 6,.. One can verify that this gives the simplified Lorentzian form of the imaginary part and well approximates the real part. This form (15) of q 2 (C) has the form of a complex Budden potential for which an analytic solution is known. The ion cyclotron resonance is then treated as a perturbation on this potential.
The criteria for this procedure to be valid is given in section II. The fast wave equation
where the ion cyclotron perturbation is represented by if(e)Nc2. We will find later that only the integral over f( ) is important, rather than the specific form. We make the substitution a = Ne(-Tr -7 + ivfre,)/r which yields
where
and g(s) is N,2f( ) in the transformed coordinate. Note that s is complex and that so is precisely the tunneling length for the transmission coefficient derived previously by various means". Equation (17) without the perturbation is the complex Budden equation with asymptotic solutions, IsI --oo, given by White and Chen". We let the solution of (17) be the product of the unperturbed solution l(s) and that of a slowly 'varying potential A(s)
so that 4)(s) = A(s)'I(s).
We substitute this into (17), make the assumption A,, < gA and obtain
From the White and Chen solution for sj > 1
the + and -signs refering to outgoing and ingoing waves respectively. Thus we find
2 and furthermore
IA comes from the cyclotron damping. The transmission coefficient has an extra factor of exp(-2p) as compared with previous derivations" 8 . We will see in section III that so always dominates / agreeing with the previous results. As mentioned, the exact form of the IC resonance perturbation is not required but we must approximate its integral. We do so with a simple approximation treating the IC resonance as a Lorentzian. We take the small argument form (14), let E = eo ( e evaluated at ( = 0), and integrate over the result to yield 
III. VALIDITY CRITERIA FOR THE APPROXIMATIONS
For the solution to be valid, two criteria must be satisfied. The first follows from the condition that the ion cyclotron resonance and the 'Budden' resonance be well separated.
This is essential so that the ion cyclotron resonance can be treated as a perturbation on the asymptotic solutions of the complex Budden equation. This will set a limit on the maximum N 1 1 allowed. The half width of the ion cyclotron resonance is given approximately by = am, where am = max{ai} (necessary when two species are resonant). We thus set this value equal to the position of the 'Budden' resonance for the first criteria. This yields
The second criterium should imply a slowly varying amplitude, A, < gA, which with (21) gives (28)
We will require both terms to be much less than unity. The maximum of g is given by the peak of (14) and with the proper normalization it is
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(29)
where co is e evaluated at e = 0 An estimation of I(dg/ds)/2gj is not as straightforward.
For real argument of the Z function the imaginary part of q(C) 2 can be written as 
DT( 3 He) and D(3He)
For these cases the parameters of the fast wave equation (1) are:
where (38) 
The ion temperatures have been set equal for simplicity. This would correspond to the early stages of heating. In the latter stages of heating this may not be true and the full expressions, keeping the temperatures separate should be used. The criterium (27) on Nil
This constraint (42) ensures that so always dominates IA in the transmission coefficient
The slowly varying criterium is given by (28) with We calculate two CIT test cases with DT(-He) and an Alcator C-mod test case for D( 3 He).
CIT DT( 3 He) Case 1
The parameters are: Ro = 2.1m, Bo = 10T, T = 20KeV, ne = 6 x 10
(1) numerically and the closed form expression (23) plotted against kii. We see that there is a good agreement. From (40) we see that so is large and always dominates 1 within the range of allowable N 11 . For large so the transmission coefficient is negligible so R has the simple form R = exp(-4(IA + v)). When T is very small it has been shown that the conversion coefficient T is also negligible so we have the situation where D + R ~ 1, where D is the coefficient of power dissipated. Therefore whatever is not reflected is damped. We can analytically determine where the reflection coefficient falls to a half and the damping begins to dominate. From (38) we find pL = 11N We set R = .5 and solve for N 11 . In the range of relevent NiI, IA will dominate v so the equation is trivial to solve. This gives NII ~ .12 or kl ~ 8m-' which corroborates with figure 2. T is small because RA E is very large. Therefore by choosing parameters such that RAE is made much larger than unity simplifies the scattering problem to that of reflection versus damping. 
D(H)
For a D(H) plasma we have
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The N 11 condition (27) is
< ,v3D 4 4 This condition again ensures so dominates 1A in T (22).
The argument for the validity of the slowly varying criteria used for DT( 3 He) and D(' He) also applies to the case of D(H). We compute the reflection coefficient for a PLT test case with parameters: Ro = 3m, Bo = 4T, T = 5KeV, n, = 4 x 10 1 m-3 , nH/n, = 0.05, f = 60MHz. This case requires N < .6 or ki < 23m~'. Figure 5 gives a plot of the numerical and analytical reflection coefficients versus k 1 l. We find a reasonable agreement.
The transmission coefficient for this range of kii is small and so dominates pA. We find that at k 1 i ~ 6m-1 , R ~ 1/2 and jy dominates v here.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have found an approximate closed form solution for the reflection coefficient by solving the fast wave approximation in a perturbation scheme where the ion cyclotron damping is treated as a perturbation on an appropriate complex Budden equation. The result agrees fairly well with the numerical solution in four test cases. The approximation for pi in R (23) could probably be improved to yield better results. This together with previous order-reduced descriptions" 9 , give approximate closed form expressions for all of the scattering coefficients in ion cyclotron heating for all heating scenerios.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE FAST WAVE EQUATION
We start with the standard zero-electron-mass, Vlasov-Maxwell local dispersion relation for ICRF where the dielectric tensor elements have been expanded to first order in (kp) 2 . We neglect electron Landau damping and transit time damping. In the coupling region we assume slab geometry in which the tokamak toroidal magnetic field is directed along the z coordinate, and its gradient along x. The gradient scale length is R 0 , the tokamak major radius. The dispersion relation normalized to the majority Alfv~n velocity
where c 2 = B2/ponimi, N 1 = cAkI/W, K 0 and K 1 are functions of c derived from the expanded dielectric elements and AN is a parameter depending on N 11 . In the case of D(H) for example~ 
